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Résumé: L’étude s’occupe de l’analyse dans le cadre linguistique de la construction de
la présence dans les romans réalistes. Notre ami commun de Charles Dickens, le cinquième
chapitre du Livre première, La coupe et le lèvre, a été choisi pour démontrer le paradoxe de
faire la prétention présente à travers les structures évidentes du texte (collocations et isotopies).
La démonstration devait aussi faire un détour sémantique à travers l’histoire culturelle et aussi
un détour analytique sur le discours littéraire pour tirer les conclusions sur la constitution
de la présence dans les textes littéraires de Dickens. 
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1. Introduction

When the street vendor and tramp Silas Wegg is admitted into the cosy homestead of the
Boffins, he makes his way deceitfully into the heart of the London neighbourhood, on which
the plot focuses. The neighbourhood is a topos of Dickensian realism and the stage on which
intimate but also spurious relationships develop. The scaffolding (or background) of this stage
consists of various Victorian commonplaces, managed so as to exhibit the mutually
ambiguous relationships among people. 

The play between the foreground of the text and the background of commonplaces
(rhetorical topics and cultural topoi) in the creation of Dickens’s characters and neighbourhood
is analysed in a pragmatopical frame – which is another name for the poetics of literary
communication. In this analytical frame, on the one hand, the textual mechanisms which
construct the text’s coherence (and range from collocations to isotopies as accounted for by
poetics) are projected outside the text to identify its commonplaces. Their assembly in the text’s
actualizations are then considered.

The processes of actualization, on the other hand, account for the transformation of
commonplaces into actual utterances with a difference. To isolate this difference, the analysis
will provide a to°and°fro movement between commonplaces and collocations as markers of
actualization.

In the last stage of the paper, actualization, coherence and difference are interpreted as
factors or effects of presence in the literary text by means of literary discourse analysis and
the semantics of cultural commonplaces/topoi. Presence is predicated for literary discourse
because it is considered self°constituent. Constituent discourses consist of utterances
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(inscriptions) that convey messages from an archeion or Source1, which confers dignity and
autonomy to the text and its inscriptions. 

2. The Analytical Frame: Generalities, Sources and Statements of Principle

The analysis proposed here has been inspired by Georges Elias Sarfati’s study
Commonplaces and the Semantics of Utterances, “La sémantique: de l’énonciation au sens
commun”, 1996, read in conjunction with the seventh chapter, “The Poetics of Themes and
Topics, Thematique et Topique” of Fr. Rastier’s 2001 study about the textual arts and sciences,
Arts et sciences du texte. Sarfati’s model focuses on commonplaces and their dynamics and
configures a matrix for the generation of progressive isotopies and doxical traditions. Fr. Rastier
focuses on topics (the commonplaces of classical rhetoric), which he regards as semantic
primitives for the constitution of cultural topoi and domains in the cultural field. Realism is
one such domain in which Rastier connects and compares philosophical and literary realism
(see the 1992 study Réalisme sémantique et réalisme esthétique). The position of commonplaces
in the generative matrix of literary texts has been consolidated by assimilating Sarfati’s doxical
traditions with Rastier’s cultural isotopies. Discourse analysis has completed the picture
regarding the dynamics of commonplaces and doxical traditions in literary texts by focusing
on their distinctive feature as inscriptions. 

One can state, therefore, that it is possible to observe in literary texts the transformation
of the commonplaces which underlie ordinary texts into privileged cultural topics and to connect
ordinary with exemplary pragmatic presuppositions. The exemplariness of literary
presuppositions is tightly connected with the factors responsible for the creation of presence
effects, as follows. The process of actualization makes commonplaces come into the
foreground. Here, the observable isotopies fix them as configurations of meaning. As fixed
meanings, isotopies can be projected outside individual texts so as to identify structures of entire
cultural fields. Progressive isotopies account for the constitution of specialised cultural
configurations, domains or doxical traditions (or doxae), of which literary realism is one
instance. The doxical tradition of realism has been charted by Fr. Rastier (Rastier, 1992).

3. The Analysis

To analyse the actualization of commonplaces in Dickens’s text we shall follow Sarfati’s
discursive approach to commonplaces in the fifth chapter “Le modèle étendu: le traitement
discursif du sens commun” of the Mémoire d’habilitation defended at the Université Blaise
Pascal (Clermont Ferrand II) (Sarfati, 12°14). Commonplaces are the explanatory or
marshalling centre for the chain of deterministic relations which obtain between the various
levels or horizons of a text as inscribed in the cultural contexts. In a particular text, isotopic
correlations establish and repeat in the foreground some particular deterministic 
relations; they actualize or make present the commonplaces which represent cultural semes
and schemata of the background. Sarfati adds that collocations are intermediate pointers to
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the background; also, they are local, rather than general, pre°requisites for the constitution
of texts’ isotopies. 

Turning to the context, Sarfati conversely shows that it is possible to account for the
collocations, choices and contracts that constitute the macro°sign of a discourse by referring
to commonplaces because the choices, collocations and contracts in a text are the mechanisms
of actualization. Entire texts are regarded as co°occurring actualizations. 

In the wider, intertextual perspective, actualizations in textual isotopies get inscribed in
progressive isotopies.

a. Textual, contextual and intertextual commonplaces. The Comparison between
Dickens and Ion Luca Caragiale.

Commonplaces intervene in the scaffolding of the Dickensian text chosen for analysis,
owing to the title of the first book “The Cup and the Lip”. It is inspired by a saying, “There’s
many a slip/’Twixt the cup and the lip”. This is a minor cultural commonplace, an object of
extensive agreement, in the realistic vein, especially. It has a Romanian equivalent in the
proverb “socoteala din târg nu se potriveøte cu cea de acasæ”. Jocosely translated by a
nursery°rhyme intertextuality, the Romanian saying means: “if you go to market, to market,
to buy a fat pig, consider that what you reckoned at home won’t tally with what you’ll find
on the market, jiggety°jig!”). Not only is it the case that in general the creatures interacting
in this novel intervene between/’twixt the cup and the lip – there are also commonplaces which
can comfortably meet a person’s lip and mind. 

Commonplaces both orient and deceive expectations in this otherwise very realistic text. 
The first instance when commonsense expectations and their commonplaces are

contradicted is through the oblique way in which Dickens’s reader is admitted on the stage
of the London neighbourhood. We are “guided”/misguided inside the cosy neighbourhood by
an imaginative tramp. Before the focalization on Boffin’s Bower and its very domestic matrix,
the chapter in question introduces one of the very characteristic London marginals, Silas Wegg,
a presumptuous tramp. He is caught in the expansive, luxurious act of imagining that he gets
to be in control of a particular house because “he is picking up a living on this wise” (The
narrative about Wegg’s advent in the first paragraph of the chapter had already caught the
readers in its grip, forcing them to identify with the tramp’s actions, and soon with his 
thoughts). The moment when readers enter Silas Wegg’s mind they can see that all Wegg does
to pick a living is spin fictions. For the presuppositions of making a living are actualized in
odd, oblique ways:

He had not only settled it with himself in the course of time that he was
errand°goer by appointment to the house at the corner (though he received such
commissions not half°a°dozen times a year and then only as some servant’s deputy),
but also that he was one of the house’s retainers and owed vassalage to it and was bound
to leal and loyal interest in it. For this reason, he always spoke of it as “Our House”
and, though his knowledge of its affairs was mostly speculative and all wrong, claimed
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to be in its confidence. On similar grounds he never beheld an inmate at any one of its
windows but he touched his hat. Yet, he knew as little about the inmates that he gave
them names of his own invention as “Miss Elizabeth”, “Master George”, “Aunt Jane”,
“Uncle Parker” – having no authority whatever for any such designations, but
particularly the last – to which, as a natural consequence, he stuck with great obstinacy.
(Dickens 45)

Miraculously enough, Wegg’s obstinate figment or wish becomes fulfilled when his
ostensible credentials are made good by Mr. Boffin – who weaves yet another fiction around
Wegg – equally starting from the outside, commonplace markers of Wegg’s everyday
appearance. But whereas in Boffin’s fiction Wegg looms great, as an object of admiration,
in Wegg’s “powerful sight of notice” Boffin counts little as the former communes with himself
saying

‘Here you are again’, repeated Mr. Wegg musing ‘And what are you now? Are you
in the Funns, or where are you? Have you lately come to settle in this neighbourhood,
or do you own to another neighbourhood? (Dickens 46)

Though not an inmate of the house which is the target of Wegg’s fiction, Mr. Boffin is a
member of the Victorian neighbourhood because he deploys its commonplace expectations
and has the actual intention of making Wegg’s acquaintance, as an insider. The second chapter
of the book had already made a memorable demonstration about the proliferation of
mutuality until the genuine neighbourhood was established. There, the desire for increasing
the network of one’s desirable acquaintances embraced first the Veneerings’ snobbish
socialization with Twemlow, who was “first cousin to Lord Snigsworth”, eventually reaching
enough mutual friends for the constitution of a full dinner°table. The encounter between Mr.
Boffin and Mr. Wegg repeats outside the walls of a particular house and festive occasion, in
the street, the pattern required for the establishment of a whole society of inter°connected
persons. All that is needed is people eager to make desirable acquaintances in view of mutual
interests.

In the fifth chapter of Our Mutual Friend, Wegg and Boffin both start from appearances
and fall upon the neighbourhood commonplaces to spin mutual fictions. Because he can see
Wegg at his stall every morning selling ballads, Mr. Boffin assumes that he is a literate man
and desires to gain knowldege from him. Mr. Wegg does not think much of Mr. Boffin’s
appearances, as seen in the above quotation, but decides to... invest a bow in him. Mr. Wegg
is prompted by a keen desire to make materially profitable links with people. These
commonplace desires for the middle°class people of the Victorian age, the protagonists of
nineteenth century realism, precede Mr. Boffin’s and Mr. Wegg’s making friends and their
symbolically disputing their rights upon the neighbourhood.

The presentation of Mr. Wegg and Mr. Boffin in an artistic duet is marked by the longer
focalization on Mr. Wegg’s ponderous appearance and self°communing. Wegg’s solid grip
upon the neighbourhood, the house and its inhabitants is in agreement with the description
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of his personal appearance and occupation, and even with his language: “a man with a wooden
leg”, who made a solid appearance for he “had rather the air of a leech on the house that had
‘taken’ wonderfully”; because of his wooden leg, he “stumped to the corner” near Cavendish
Square, where “He had established his right to the corner by imperceptible prescription” as
“He had never varied his ground an inch”. The solidity of his increasing grip upon the corner,
the house and the inmates of the neighbourhood is completed by observations about the way
“he is picking up a living”.

Every morning at eight o’clock, he stumped to the corner, carrying a chair, a
clothes°horse, a pair of trestles, a board, a basket and an umbrella, all strapped together.
Separating these the strap and the trestles became a counter, the basket supplied the few
small lots of fruit and sweets that he offered for sale upon it and became a foot°warmer,
the unfolded clothes°horse displayed a choice collection of halfpenny ballads and
became a screen, and the stool planted within it became the post for the rest of the day.
(Dickens 44)

Built from random collocations of words which pertain to the same semantic field (for which
see the second part of the analysis, infra), the solidity of the presence, the person and of the
wooden leg – added to the stumping rhythm of his ballad monger’s advertisement (“Errands
gone/ On with fi/ Delity”, with the stumping word “fi°Delity” used instead of the more logical
word for an errand°goer, “alacrity”) constitute an isotopy which will progress in the chapter
and the entire first book (it had actually been prepared by the second chapter, as already shown). 

The text’s mild fantasy and its intense comic mirth metonymically narrow down the
focalization on Wegg as a whole character to the focalization on his wooden leg. Mr. Boffin
asks Wegg not only how he got his wooden leg, but also if he likes it!

‘How did you get your wooden leg?’
Mr Wegg replied (tartly to this personal inquiry) ‘In an accident.’
‘Do you like it?’
‘Well I haven’t got to keep it warm,’ Mr. Wegg made answer, in a sort of desperation
occasioned by the singularity of the question. (Dickens 47)

After an immensely funny exchange about their names, this enables the next narrative
paragraph “The wooden leg looked at him with a meditative eye, and also with a softened air
as descrying the possibility of profit”... This represents an outspoken moment, when the
commonplace of gain makes its way explicitly in the text and becomes actualized: profit is
the only thing that can move Wegg, both in the literal and in the figurative sense (as he is
wooden all over). This makes Wegg concur with Boffin’s admiration for his wooden leg (which
has in its subtext Boffin’s admiration for Wegg’s literacy, as proved by his ballads). At this
point, Silas Wegg’s suspicions about Noddy Boffin are superseded by the mutual need which
connects them. As in many other instances in the novel, the mutual link on which the human
neighbourhood is grounded is based on discrepancies in the actualization of the commonplaces
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of commonality, friendship and mutuality that amount, however, to problematic. The
constitutive mutual link is built upon fabulation and pretence, as proved by the series of
isotopies built after the first chapter of the book and in the entire plot of Our Mutual Friend. 

Because there is an equivalent actualization in the great Romanian realist, Ion Luca
Caragiale, who wrote in a Dickensian way both sketches and stage literature, we can consider
that the link between fabulation and pretence is constitutive for the neighbourhood. It connects
more texts within the same tradition through their commonplaces and recommends it technically
as a progressive isotopy of realism. It focuses on the neighbourhood as a stage for vapid, deviant
encounters. There is a majority of friends in Our Mutual Friend who correspond to the sense
of Caragiale’s “amicul”, the non°descript neighbour, the conventional social factor. 

Here the comparison stops short, however, because Caragiale satirically transcends the
moral autism and boring sociality of such a mutual friend as “amicul” (as stolid, wooden and
dramatically limited in his circumstances as Wegg or the Veneerings in this novel by Dickens).
Caragiale makes “amicul” the object of his readers’ amusement, whereas Dickens places “our
mutual friend” in a panoramic, moral and sensational perspective in his narrative extravaganza.
Our Mutual Friend fills the stage with a multitude of villains over whose heads, if we dislike
and reject their pretence while handling commonplaces, we can communicate more directly
with the Victorian sentimentalist. The sentimental and symbolic plot about genuine friendship
develops surreptitiously in his novel, swamped in mutually construed fictions of social and
personal deceit.

The position that the two writers occupy within the doxical tradition of realism (as defined
by Rastier and as generated in Georges Sarfati’s model) is again comparable, because of their
handling of the dialectic of presence and pretence by fabulation. Pretence is shown while
becoming insinuated in Dickens’s neighbourhood, which is central for the doxical tradition
of realism. Fabulation and the sociality of conventional presence stem from a common root
in Caragiale as well. What Caragiale and Dickens make out by processing commonplaces
through their fabulation is comparable. 

b. Collocations and the Problematization of Presence

The interest of Dickens’s text resides in its capacity to handle unanimity by making it
problematic and creating fictional difference measurable against the background of unanimity.
In the difference between the two fictional representations put in circulation by the tramp and
by Mr. Boffin is to be found the difference between pretence and presence set in the Victorian
neighbourhood. In action, Dickens’s novel discriminates between presence and pretence in
the neighbourhood as they are staged in the fictional space that opens between the cup and
the lip, to demonstrate that there is many a slip that intervenes ‘twixt them. 

In the fifth chapter of book the first, “The Cup and the Lip”, collocations demonstrate the
complications of the commonplace descriptions enunciated in the text.

The first slip, which is a mere pragmatopical collocation, or association, occurs when the
omniscient narrator insinuates that everything in connection with the street vendor has a wooden
quality about it, Wegg being
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a knotty man, and a close°grained, with a face carved out of the very hard material, 
that had just as much play of expression as a watchman’s rattle. When he laughed, certain
jerks occurred in it, and the rattle sprung. Sooth to say he was so wooden a man 
that he seemed to have taken his wooden leg naturally, and rather suggested to the
fanciful observer, that he might be expected – if his development received no
untimely check – to be completely set up with a pair of wooden legs in about six months”
(Dickens 45) 

The second slip or collocation occurs when Boffin asks Wegg how he got his wooden 
leg as the second cue of their acquaintance, and the third, when he commends him for being
both literate and having a wooden leg in the passage that begins: “it’s a pleasant place this!
And then, to be shut in on each side, with these ballads, like so many book°leaf blinkers!”,
and ends with the words “A literary man – with a wooden leg – and all Print is open to him!”
(Dickens 49).

This establishes the slip as a discursive isotopy, and it represents the first switch or turn
from mere description to obsessive repetition on its way to becoming a substantial symbol.
We are entitled, perhaps, to interpret the name Wegg, then, as linguistically motivated
somewhere in the area between the words “wood” and “wedge” and “wag”. By this time, we
can speak of the wooden (leg) isotopy. And we can see how this extends its lines of force in
the entire neighbourhood. For this is the function of the wooden, by contrast to the airy isotopy
represented by Mr. Boffin’s geniality and appearance: to complicate and reverse the
familiarity engendered in Boffin’s Bower. 

Consequently, when articulating the two halves of our analysis, it is just to say that in
Dickens’s discourse, just as in Caragiale’s, commonplaces are the basis for inexhaustible
fabulation. They are monstruously wrought into hugely absurd local surrogates of reality, as
more commonly understood. “Simfl enorm øi væd monstrous“, Caragiale confessed (“I can feel
an incongruously big range of things and I perceive them monstruously, too”). This helps situate
together the two masters of fabulation in the tradition of realism. Their commonplaces, though
not very highbrow, specialised topoi of cultivated conversation, are immensely increased and
fill the whole recognisable universe with their new, palpable presence. The credentials of this
species of presence, which is achieved in the literary discourse, can be assessed by the semantic
of commonplaces analysis.

4. From Pretence to Presence. Literary Discourse and the Semantics 
of Commonplaces

The bearing of fabulation and pretence on presence in the literary discourse can be measured
by invoking the standards of Rastier’s 1992 study, Réalisme sémantique et réalisme
esthétique, because of the connection this author makes between realism and ontology. In his
analysis of realism, Rastier enumerates the differences between genuine ontological autonomy
and ontological dignity as granted by Aristotle’s mimetic theory and applies this difference
to art works. After he points out that the dignity granted to art works in the Aristotelian tradition
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is a gain when compared to their downgrading as a suspect embellishment of the conceptual
margins of the world in the Platonic and Christian traditions, Rastier singles out the greater
achievement in ontological autonomy obtained in art°works that have Plotinian presuppositions.
Rastier next notices that ontological dignity is less than autonomy, since Aristotelian art
criticism subordinates art forms to the generality of the idea as the material or substantial
standard for assessing art’s truth; this indistinctly associates or assimilates art’s truth to the
one aimed at by history but fully achieved only by science. By contrast, Rastier explains that
in the Plotinian brand of semantic realism, art enjoys ontological autonomy thanks to its capacity
to participate in the substance of ideas like all corporeal beings. Rastier is explicit in describing
the participation of autonomously phenomenal substances to the numinous substance. 

It is as participation to substance it points that literary presentification gains not just its
dignity, but also its autonomy. This shows that dignity and autonomy are the two poles between
which the presence effects in literary discourse should be assessed.

Autonomy is taken up as a topic by Maingueneau’s literary discourse analysis (prompted
by the commonplace artistic beliefs of modernism). Maingueneau considers that the assertion,
preparation and performance of autonomy is what singles out literature and other exemplary,
constituent discourses and shows the mechanisms which create and convey autonomy in the
literary text. By contrast to non°exemplary communication, (philosophical, theological and
literary) constituent discourse is self°legitimating in its action and attributes. Constituent
discourse grounds its autonomy on the authority of the word and it always invokes only the
invariants of its own discursive production as credentials.

We have demonstrated how Dickens keeps in circulation and maintains the authority of
Victorian commonplaces in his book and how he reinscribes the encounter between the tramp
and his genteel but odd patron in the neighbourhood as a unit of his particular age’s sociality.
Dickens does not simply reinforce the particular social, moral or philosophical criteria for
classifying experience (as they were summed up by rhetoric, for example, in enumerating the
common topics or commonplaces). Rather, he envelops these in the authority of his word; this
has been demonstrated through the persistence and progressive proliferation of the text’s own
collocations and isotopies.

Constituent discourse keeps in circulation the archeion2 of a collectivity and orients the
activities of the collectivity (see Maingueneau 66). According to Rastier’s textual and cultural
poetics in the 2001 book, such discourse appeals to semantic primitives and matrices and creates
routines. We have proved that the authority of Dickens’s discourse is not ethical, scientific,
theological or philosophical, but a self°constituent authority. 

Noticing what was unique and different in the way commonplaces became embodied in
the people of the Dickensian neighbourhood, we have proved another point of Maingueneau’s
observations about the self°constituent power of literary discourse: it holds a unique position
in the interdiscursive space because it has no other authority behind it (Maingueneau, 66). 

Just as explained by Maingueneau, the utterances of Dickens’s literary discourse have been
proved to be inscriptions (like engravings on coins, like epigraphs or dedications) and endowed
with exemplary power. They spelled out the observation of pretence and fabulation as sources
for the essential constitution of the social link in realistic literary terms. 
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The comparison with Ion Luca Caragiale has pointed to the critical archeion or source of
realism, whose critical orientation is targeted towards what makes palpable yet not necessarily
substantial the relationships between people and the link of sociality. But the strength, dignity
and autonomy of the literary inscriptions and the coherent entirety of their discursive orien-
tation has been proved to derive from the systematic collocations and encompassing
isotopies of the text.

Maingueneau’s concluding statement about the constituent discourse species makes
literature resemble traditional presence as a subject of ontology and theology without literature
becoming assimilated with these. Because they could be relegated to commonplaces but resisted
being assimilated as such, namely as literary inscriptions of a constituent discourse, they have
been shown to reproduce the discourse of a Source which differs from themselves. They spoke,
as Maingueneau prescribes, on behalf of another. In the literary text, it was the interaction of
fables and pretence with a postponed truth that constituted the matrix. Reading Dickens’s book
means referring to this power of another, this source which makes itself mainfest progressively.
This particular power operates in the same way with the transcendental powers of Tradition,
Beauty, Truth (etc.) and as a transcendental, invisible but unifying presence. It is the particular
literary collocations, isotopies, actualizations and progressions that establish and anchor
Dickens’s Our Mutual Friend in an intertext where it co°exists with Caragiale’s sketches and
plays in which the nondescript “amicul” occurs. And in this intertext, unlike in the
philosophical, theological or ethical texts, it does not matter who the friend is specifically, but
the reality of his presence and pretence is what matters. Such texts manage to install the
individual and social commonplaces as an enduringly deceitful presence. 

Literary presence can remain on the same footing with semantic nodes of acknowledged
constituent discourses such as tradition, beauty and truth, which are directly subordinated to
the node of presence. Literary discourse, however, asserts the nuclear meanings created by
traditions with a difference.

NOTES

1 The capital letter indicates the power implications of the word archeion, associated in Dominique Maingueneau’s
etymological explanations with the word “principle” and its binding utterances or commandments (Maingueneau
64).

2 The arche is the source or principle for authority and points to the locus of authority, to acknowledged locutors
and to the site or agency where memory is elaborated.
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